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All roads lead to weediness: Patterns of genomic divergence
reveal extensive recurrent weedy rice origins from South
Asian Oryza
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Abstract
Weedy rice (Oryza spp.), a weedy relative of cultivated rice (O. sativa), infests and
persists in cultivated rice fields worldwide. Many weedy rice populations have
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evolved similar adaptive traits, considered part of the ‘agricultural weed syndrome’,
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making this an ideal model to study the genetic basis of parallel evolution. Under-
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and origins of existing weedy rice groups. Using population structure analyses of
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weedy rice in the USA, which are also related to aus and indica cultivars, constitute

standing parallel evolution hinges on accurate knowledge of the genetic background
South Asian and US weedy rice, we show that weeds in South Asia have highly
heterogeneous genetic backgrounds, with ancestry contributions both from cultivated varieties (aus and indica) and wild rice. Moreover, the two main groups of
a separate origin from that of Asian weeds. Weedy rice populations in South Asia
largely converge on presence of red pericarps and awns and on ease of shattering.
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Genomewide divergence scans between weed groups from the USA and South Asia,
and their crop relatives are enriched for loci involved in metabolic processes. Some
candidate genes related to iconic weedy traits and competitiveness are highly divergent between some weed-crop pairs, but are not shared among all weed-crop comparisons. Our results show that weedy rice is an extreme example of recurrent
evolution, and suggest that most populations are evolving their weedy traits through
different genetic mechanisms.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

suite of traits known as the ‘agricultural weed syndrome’ (Vigueira,
Olsen & Caicedo, 2013). Understanding how agricultural weeds arise

Agricultural weeds offer striking examples of rapid evolution and

and evolve can help us design methods to prevent their adaptation

adaptation. Defined as unwanted plants growing in the agricultural

to crop fields.

environment (Monaco, Weller & Ashton, 2002)), agricultural weeds

Although adaptive traits can vary among weed species, traits

are responsible for a ~30% annual reduction in crop productivity

considered part of the agricultural weed syndrome are common to

worldwide (Oerke, 2006). Weedy plants’ cost to society is a direct

many weed groups. Examples of such traits include rapid growth,

result of their ability to continuously infest and persist in crop fields.

efficient seed dispersal and seed dormancy (Baker,1965). The evolu-

This rapid adaptation is thought to occur through the evolution of a

tion of similar traits in different groups is known as parallel or
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convergent evolution (Arendt & Reznick, 2008). Recently, much

The extent of parallel evolution in weedy rice at the genetic and

interest has centred on determining the extent to which phenotypes

phenotypic levels cannot be understood without first elucidating the

involved in parallel evolution have similar or different genetic bases

separate phylogenetic origins of weedy rice populations around the

(e.g. Elmer & Meyer, 2011; Hoekstra, Hirschmann, Bundey, Insel &

world. In this study, we focus on genomic and phenotypic characteri-

Crossland, 2006; Nachman, Hoekstra & D’Agostino, 2003; Protas

zation of weedy rice from South Asia, an area with great Oryza

et al., 2006). The repeated evolution of weed syndrome traits in

diversity. The wild ancestor of cultivated Asian rice, the O. rufi-

agricultural weeds makes these ideal systems in which to address

pogon/O. nivara complex, grows natively in this region, and South

questions about the genetic basis of parallel evolution (Vigueira

Asia is believed to be the domestication site of the indica lineage of

et al., 2013).

cultivated Asian rice, which comprises the indica and aus varieties

Weedy or red rice (Oryza spp.), an aggressive, interfertile weed

, Craig, Cox & Brown, 2015; Garris, Tai, Coburn, Kresovich &
(Civan

of cultivated rice, displays signs of parallel phenotypic evolution

McCouch, 2005; Huang et al., 2012; Londo, Chiang, Hung, Chiang &

(Ziska et al., 2015). Weedy rice infests cultivated rice (O. sativa)

Schaal, 2006; Zhu, Zheng, Luo, Gaut & Ge, 2007). In fact, South Asia

fields worldwide (FAO, 2002). However, morphological and molecu-

harbours the greatest diversity of indica cultivars and is the only

lar-based studies have increasingly suggested that the origin of

geographic area, where aus cultivars are grown (Khush, 1997). This

weedy rice populations may vary across sites. For example, surveys

is significant, because it raises the possibility that weedy Oryza from

of simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers and genomewide single

the USA and South Asia may be related. The second major lineage

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) suggest that weedy rice groups

of cultivated rice, the japonica, composed of the aromatic, tropical

found in the USA are most closely related to the aus and indica culti-

and temperate japonica varieties, is believed to have been domesti-

vated varieties, which are native to Asia (Gealy, Agrama & Eizenga,

cated in China (Londo et al., 2006), but some japonica cultivars are

2009; Londo & Schaal, 2007; Reagon et al., 2010), whereas studies

also grown in South Asia.

based on isozymes and SSR markers suggest that weedy rice in Bhu-

With the technological shift from hand transplanting of paddy-

tan and northeastern China is related to genetically distinct japonica

grown seedlings to direct-seeded rice cultivation in recent years,

cultivated rice varieties (Cao et al., 2006; Ishikawa et al., 2005).

weedy rice has emerged as a severe agricultural threat in South Asia

Recent SSR data have further revealed genetic contributions from

(Chauhan, 2013). Because of the diversity present, the evolutionary

wild rice populations (O. rufipogon) to weedy rice backgrounds in

dynamics of weedy, wild and cultivated Oryza could be more com-

Malaysia (Song, Chuah, Tam & Olsen, 2014) and Thailand (Pusadee,

plex compared to other regions. Although weeds categorized as

Schaal, Rerkasem & Jamjod, 2012).

Oryza spp. have been reported in several countries in South Asia

Although surveys of weedy rice origins have been ongoing for

(Moody 1989), no regional characterization of weedy rice genetic

many years, few have made use of high density genomewide varia-

diversity has been carried out, nor have the origins of weeds in this

tion. Additionally, many studies have failed to survey a broad

entire region been explored.

enough range of Oryza germplasm to examine all possible origins.

Using genome-scale genotyping on samples of South Asian wild,

For example, early studies of US weedy rice did not include culti-

weedy and cultivated rice and leveraging previous data produced for

vated aus varieties, so their involvement in weed origins was only

US weedy rice (Burgos et al., 2014), here we attempt to answer the

recently discovered (Londo & Schaal, 2007; Reagon et al., 2010).

following questions: (1) From which Oryza groups has South Asian

Similarly, wild germplasm has not been routinely included in many

weedy rice arisen?, (2) How are US and South Asian weedy rice

studies (Ziska et al., 2015). Moreover, the case of US weedy rice

related?, and (3) Which loci have contributed to weedy rice evolu-

demonstrates that weed strains do not necessarily evolve from local

tion in South Asia and are these shared among different weedy

Oryza groups; neither indica nor aus rice varieties are cultivated in

groups?

the USA, indicating that US weeds are of exotic origin (Reagon
et al., 2010).
Despite these limitations, the diversity of genetic backgrounds
detected thus far for weedy rice populations is consistent with multiple independent evolutionary origins. Many characterized weedy

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Plant material and DNA extraction

rice populations reportedly have some traits consistent with the agri-

In this study, we focus on weeds in the South Asia geographic area,

cultural weed syndrome. Weedy rice traits include seed dormancy, a

including Bangladesh, Myanmar, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

high proportion of seed dispersal (shattering), presence of a red peri-

We obtained seed for 59 South Asian samples classified as weedy

carp, asynchronous maturity and enhanced growth (Chauhan, 2013;

rice from the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), spanning

Rathore, Singh & Kumar, 2013). However, the extent to which inde-

collections made from 1963 to 1999 (Table S1). These samples were

pendently evolved weedy rice populations worldwide share these

identified as weeds because all were unwanted noncrop Oryza grow-

typical traits remains an open question. Additionally, the extent to

ing within cultivated rice fields. Due to the homogeneity of rice cul-

which similar genetic mechanisms have been involved in the evolu-

tivars, weedy Oryza are readily recognized. We further obtained

tion of convergent weedy rice traits has recently become an exciting

seed for 77 cultivated O. sativa accessions that capture the diversity

area of inquiry (Qi et al., 2015; Thurber, Jia, Jia & Caicedo, 2013).

of cultivated varieties in South Asia and close neighbouring
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countries, as well as 29 samples of the wild ancestral species to culti-

ran all simulations with the data coded as haploid.

vated Asian rice (O. rufipogon/O. nivara) and four out-group samples

given no prior information on ancestral populations and was run

(O. meridionalis and O. barthii) from the USDA Genetic Stocks Oryza

with a model with admixture and no correlated allele frequencies. K

Collection (GSOR) or IRRI (Table S1). Wild rice plants are distinct from

values were varied from 1 to 15, and three replicates were run per

weedy or cultivated rice, as they grow in natural habitats rather than

K using a 100,000 burn-in period and 500,000 subsequent replica-

within cultivated fields. We also included genotype information for six

tions. The best K was detected based on Evanno, Regnaut and Gou-

accessions from South-East Asia (K. M. Olsen, unpublished), to test for

det (2005) method. For comparison, we also analysed our complete

possible contributions of outside groups to South Asian weeds. Lastly,

SNP data set with the Bayesian clustering analysis

we included genotype data for 17 US weedy rice samples from the

sion 1.0, Raj, Stephens & Pritchard, 2014) with no prior grouping.

was

STRUCTURE

FASTSTRUCTURE

(ver-

runs were conducted for K from 1 to 15, and the opti-

black hull awned (BHA) and straw hull awnless (SH) groups reported in

FASTSTRUCTURE

Burgos et al. (2014). Our total number of samples was 186.

mal number of clusters was determined using the chooseK.py pro-

One individual per accession was grown at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. Approximately 100 mg of green leaf tissue

gram in

FASTSTRUCTURE.

SmartPCA from

EIGENSOFT

(Patterson, Price & Reich, 2006; Price

was collected from each sample. A Retsch Mixer Mill MM400 with

et al., 2006) was applied to investigate the genetic divergence

3.2-mm stainless steel beads (BioSpec Products) was used for tissue

among individuals using the full set of SNP. The four out-group

grinding, and DNA extractions were performed with Qiagen DNeasy

accessions were excluded from the principal component analysis

Miniprep Kits (Qiagen, MD, USA). DNA was quantified with a

(PCA), due to their outlier status.

Qubit2.0 Fluorometer following the instructions in the Qubit dsDNA

Basic population genetics statistics for each Oryza subgroup
determined by

HS Assay Kit.

LEQUIN

2.2 | GBS library preparation and sequence analysis
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al., 2011) was performed

STRUCTURE

and PCA results were calculated with

AR-

(ver 3.5.2.2, Excoffier & Lischer, 2010) using the full set of

SNP. AMOVA, molecular diversity indices and pairwise FST were
computed for each subgroup.
RAXML

(Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood) version 8

at the Cornell University Institute of Biotechnology to detect geno-

(Stamatakis, 2014) was used to infer the phylogeny of the complete

mewide polymorphisms. DNA samples were digested with the

186 Oryza accessions based on the full set of SNP. We used the
HPC2 on XSEDE tool carried by the CIPRES portal http://

enzyme ApeKI, and the fragments were ligated with individual bar-

RAXML

coded and common adapters. DNA fragments were pooled for PCR

www.phylo.org/, with a GTRGAMMA model and a bootstrap of 100.

amplification, and 100-base pair (bp) fragments were single-end

As our input sequences are concatenated SNP, we used the ascer-

sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Initial data process-

tainment bias correction (ASC) setting. The highest likelihood tree

ing was also performed at Cornell with the standard Tassel pipeline

was plotted using

ITOL

v3 (Letunic & Bork, 2016).

(Bradbury et al., 2007). Reads were aligned to the MSU6 rice genome using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) (Li & Durbin, 2009).
Sites containing more than two SNP variants were eliminated. The

2.4 | Phenotypic characterization of Oryza plants

minimum minor allele frequency was set to 1%. GBS quality results

All accessions were phenotyped for seed morphology. We classified

are included in Figure S1. Further filtering was performed in-house

hull colour as black or straw, seed pericarp colour as red or white,

to remove SNP with >10% missing data and individuals with >95%

and awns as present or absent (Table S1). A subset of accessions
and PCA

missing data. SNP adjacent to mononucleotide repeats of five bp or

chosen to represent Oryza groups identified by

more was also removed. We obtained a total of 51934 SNP, which

was further phenotyped for five growth traits believed to be diag-

were fairly evenly distributed among chromosomes (Figure S1). Raw

nostic or adaptive in weedy rice. The subset included 50 weedy rice,

STRUCTURE

reads were submitted to the NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA) under

14 aus, 14 indica and 16 O. rufipogon/O. nivara accessions. Three

experiment (SRX576894).

replicates of each accession were grown in a randomized design
distributed across two Conviron PGW36 growth chambers, under
11-hour day length with 25°C temperature, until 30 days after

2.3 | Population structure and phylogenetic
analyses
High-quality SNP was analysed for population structure using

flowering.
Days to flowering was measured as the number of days from
STRUC-

germination to the time the first panicle emerges 50% from the

(version 2.3.3, Hubisz, Falush, Stephens & Pritchard, 2009). Due

sheath (Reagon, Thurber, Olsen, Jia & Caicedo, 2011). Height was

to data set size limitations of the program (Falush, Stephens &

measured at first flowering as the distance from soil surface to pani-

Pritchard, 2003; Pritchard, Stephens & Donnelly, 2000), we randomly

cle base. Tiller number was also recorded at flowering. Emergence

TURE

analysis with

growth rate was calculated as plant height at 10 days divided by

an approximate 15,000 bp spacing. As cultivated and weedy Oryza

ten. Seed shattering was measured as breaking tensile strength (BTS)

are highly self-fertilizing, and even wild Oryza species have a ten-

of seeds 30 days after flowering using the method described in

dency to self (Oka, 1974), we recoded heterozygous calls as ‘N’ and

Thurber et al. (2010); lower BTS values correspond to stronger

selected approximately 10,000 SNP for each

STRUCTURE
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shattering. We randomly chose three seeds on three different pani-

and

cles of the same plant, and the averages from nine seeds were used

order to compare the results obtained with these two distinct meth-

for each individual.

ods.

We used PCA to summarize the phenotypic divergence among

LOSITAN

LOSITAN

BAYESCAN

(Antao, Lopes, Lopes, Beja-Pereira & Luikart, 2008), in
uses the island model as a null distribution of FST, while

assumes that population have diverged independently from

the Oryza groups. The five phenotypic traits described above were

a common ancestor. Loci with minor allele frequency of <5% were

decomposed into two primary axes of variation and plotted to show

removed from the data set. Sites with heterozygote calls occurring

package

in more than 20% of the accessions were also removed to limit

differentiation. All calculations were performed with the

R

(Stacklies, Redestig, Scholz, Walther & Selbig, 2007),

effects of possibly misaligned paralogous loci. FST scans were carried

using the correction for missing data option. Raw data were mean

out separately for each weed group and its putative cultivated

centred and scaled based on unit variance before running the PCA.

ancestor, and for the aus and indica cultivated groups.

PCAMETHODS

To test for trait differences among groups, we first tested for

For

BAYESCAN,

the ‘snp’ option was applied to recognize the matrix

chamber effects on each of the five traits. The parametric trait

of SNP genotypes as input data. The analyses were run using default

(height) was analysed by two-way ANOVA taking into account both

settings that included 20 pilot runs of 5,000 steps each, followed by

chamber and Oryza group factors. For nonparametric traits with

50,000 burn-in and 5,000 sampling steps with a thinning interval of

chamber effects, measurements from one chamber were analysed

10. The prior odds parameters were set to the default of 10. False

with Kruskal–Wallis tests; nonparametric traits without chamber

discovery rate (FDR) was set to 0.1 with the

effects were analysed for both chambers with Kruskal–Wallis tests.

for outlier detection. For

LOSITAN,

PLOT_BAYESCAN R

function

50,000 simulations were run on the

same data set with default parameters. Both the ‘neutral mean FST’’
and ‘force mean FST’ options were used. Loci outside the 95% confi-

2.5 | Coalescent analysis on the demographic
history of weedy rice

dence interval and those with FST = 1 were considered outliers.
High FST outlier SNP was considered candidates for positive

To further investigate how demographic processes may have influ-

selection under population divergence. We identified all genes con-

enced the evolution of aus-like weedy rice, we used an approximate

taining outlier SNP based on the MSU6 reference genome annota-

Bayesian computation (ABC) approach implemented in the program

tion. To identify functional terms over-represented among the list of

v. 2.10 (Cornuet et al., 2014). We compared three demographic

candidate genes, we performed gene ontology (GO) term enrichment

DIYABC

(Du, Zhou, Ling, Zhang & Su, 2010), using the Oryza

scenarios: (1) South Asian aus-like weedy rice evolving directly from

with

within the aus cultivated rice group, (2) aus-like weeds evolving from

sativa MSU6.1 nonTE genome as background. Significance was eval-

wild O. rufipogon/O. nivara, and (3) aus-like weedy rice evolving from a

uated using a hypergeometric statistical test, with a Hochberg FDR

hybridization event between aus and O. rufipogon/O. nivara. To

multiple correction and a significant cut-off of 0.05; the minimum

reduce computing time, all analyses were based on a subset of 1,571

number of mapping entries was set to two.

AGRIGO

SNP (out of an original 51934 SNPs) that had a minimum minor allele
frequency of 5% and no missing data. We considered our data set as
haploid due to the high selfing rate in rice. Priors for timing of divergence between aus and O. rufipogon/O.nivara were based on previous
estimates for rice domestication, and ranged from 10 to 15,000 years.

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | The origins of South Asian weedy rice

We set the divergence time between weedy rice and its prospective

We obtained 50,557 high-quality GBS SNP using the 165 Asian

progenitor population to be less than or equal to that of the timing of

(South and South-East Asia) and out-group Oryza samples. To inves-

domestication and with a prior which ranged from 10 to 10,000 years,

tigate population structure, we first used this entire set of SNP in a

assumed to follow a uniform distribution. Demographic scenario selec-

PCA (Figure 1b, Table S2). Two tight, but slightly overlapping clus-

tion and parameter estimates were based on a total of three million

ters of indica and aus cultivated rice groups are evident, consistent

instruc-

with the close evolutionary relationship between these cultivars (e.g.

tions. Posterior probabilities of the three scenarios were calculated by

McNally et al., 2009). The japonica cluster is well differentiated from

direct estimation and logistic regression considering between 500 and

indica and aus, but is more diffuse, likely because it contains acces-

30,000 data sets that were closest to the observed values. Model

sions belonging to three cultivar groups within the japonica lineage:

selection was based on summary statistics transformed by linear dis-

tropical japonica, temperate japonica and aromatic. In contrast to culti-

criminant analysis (LDA). Based on the demographic scenario with the

vated Oryza, wild rice accessions do not form a cluster and are scat-

highest posterior probability, we estimated the posterior distribution

tered along the axes of both principal components, consistent with

of all demographic parameters.

the higher levels of genetic diversity in this group (Caicedo et al.,

simulations (one million per scenario) as suggested by

DIYABC

2007; Huang et al., 2012). Some overlap with the various cultivated

2.6 | FST scan and outlier detection

O. sativa groups is reflective of the status of this species complex as
ancestral to domesticated rice. Interestingly, South Asian weedy rice

We performed population genomic scans to identify SNP-specific

is similarly scattered along both principal component axes. Many

high FST outliers using both

accessions overlap with the indica and aus groups and with various

BAYESCAN

v 2.1 (Foll & Gaggiotti, 2008)
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F I G U R E 1 (a) Map of South Asia showing geographic collection localities for the weedy rice (black dots) and wild rice (red dots) used in
this study. (b and c) Population structure of Oryza accessions from South and South-East Asia (59 weedy rice, 29 wild rice, 24 indica, 26 aus,
18 japonica, nine other cultivars and four out-group). (b) Principal component analysis excluding four out-group accessions. Principal
component 1 (PC1) explains 16.80% variance and PC2 explains 12.56% variance. Cultivar identities are based on previous information and
STRUCTURE K = 4 results. (c) Estimated population structure based on 10295 SNP. Each individual is represented by a coloured bar, with
coloured partitions reflecting the relative proportion of genetic membership in a given cluster. Results are shown for K = 2, K = 4 and K = 7
clusters

wild rice accessions, but several weedy samples do not cluster with

groups are also largely differentiated from wild rice, which has a

defined groups. The PCA result suggests that South Asian weeds

more heterogeneous genetic background. South Asian weedy rice

have great heterogeneity in genetic background.

comprises a mix of possible ancestries, with primary contributions

To further investigate relationships between South Asian weedy

from aus, indica and wild rice. While some weedy individuals have

analysis on the

admixed backgrounds, three distinct subgroups of weedy rice can be

same panel using a subset of 10,295 SNP. A clear peak in DK

differentiated based on our population genetics results: we have

rice and other Oryza groups, we carried out

STRUCTURE

(Evanno et al., 2005) occurs at K = 2 populations (Table S3) and in

designated these as the aus-like, indica-like and wild-like weedy

this model the indica and aus groups are differentiated from japonica,

groups. The K = 7 results, which also correspond to the highest like-

a subset of wild rice, and the out-group species (Figure 1c,

lihood model, mirror those of K = 4, with greater heterogeneity in

Table S4). Two types of South Asian weedy rice are also evident.

wild rice and in aus and wild rice ancestries in weeds but no identifi-

Because the Evanno method can underestimate K when there is

cation of further groupings (Figure 1c, Table S4). Our

hierarchical population structure (e.g. Vigouroux et al., 2008; Waples

results were also consistent with results using

& Gaggiotti, 2006), we also examined population models at the two

full set of SNP (Figure S2).

other DK peaks: K = 4 and K = 7 (Figure 1c, Table S3). The K = 4

Both PCA and

STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE

FASTSTRUCTURE

and the

detected aus-like (29), indica-like (5) and

model is generally consistent with PCA results (Figure 1b,c,

wild-like (10) groups among the South Asian weedy rice samples.

Table S4). The three cultivated O. sativa groups, indica, aus and

Hereafter in the manuscript we define each of these weed groups as

japonica, comprise three mostly distinct populations, and these

comprising individuals with at least 80% ancestry from each given
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results (Table S4). For

rice groups have a high occurrence of red pericarp and awn pres-

wild-like weeds, this implies a minimum of 80% ancestry from the

ence. Wild-like weeds and wild rice share similar percentage of red

‘red’ wild rice group (Figure 1c). Remaining weeds are classified as

pericarp, black hull and awn presence.

STRUCTURE

admixed (15). FST measures supported relationships between weedy

We characterized a subset of our accessions for various growth-

groups and putative ancestors (Table S5). Basic population genetic

related traits. While growth under artificial chamber conditions is

statistics revealed similar levels of diversity in weedy groups and

unlikely to be identical to that in a native environment, we used this

putative ancestral cultivar groups, suggesting that South Asian weeds

as a means to explore whether weedy rice populations differed phe-

may not have gone through overly strong bottlenecks (Table S6).

notypically from their related groups (Table S8). In a PCA of the

Most weedy rice samples in our study were collected from four

growth trait data, there is extensive evident scatter in all groups (Fig-

distinct geographic regions: south India and Sri Lanka, central India,

ure 2; Figure S4; Table S9). The 50% concentration ellipse suggests

north India and Nepal, and northeast India and Bangladesh (Fig-

much phenotypic overlap between the aus and indica cultivar groups,

ure 1a, Table S1), consistent with the extent of rice agriculture in

and no overlap between these groups and wild rice. Weedy rice

these regions. Additional collections came from Myanmar and Pak-

overlaps both with cultivars and wild rice, indicating phenotypic

istan. Taking into consideration genetic similarity, it is evident that

resemblance to the three Oryza groups. Geographically, weedy rice

weedy rice samples tend to cluster within geographic regions of

accessions from south India and Sri Lanka tend to cluster together

South Asia (Figure S3). A Fisher’s exact test detected high correla-

along PC1, as well as central India (Figure S4). Other weed groups

tion between weed population structure and the four main geo-

seem to have greater heterogeneity in growth traits.

graphic regions (p = .00028; Table S7). Aus-like weeds are the most

In general, Asian weedy rice displays a moderate emergence

common group, but they are excluded from south India and Sri

growth rate and tiller number compared to cultivated and wild rice,

Lanka. Indica-like weeds only occur in the two northern regions.

a range of heights at flowering, a low to moderate number of days

Wild-like weeds are confined to south India and Sri Lanka as well as

to flower and a high level of seed shattering (Table 2). Significant

north India and Nepal. The largest diversity of weed types occurs in

differences for some growth traits are evident among weed groups,

north India and Nepal (Tables S1 and S5).

and between weedy groups and their closest relatives. Wild-like
weeds, in particular, shattered significantly more and flowered signif-

3.2 | Phenotypic characterization of South Asian
weedy rice

icantly earlier than at least one weed group in our conditions
(Table 2, Table S8). Wild-like weedy rice also flowers significantly
earlier than wild rice. For crop-like weeds, both aus-like and indica-

To examine phenotypic trends across Oryza groups, we defined

like weedy rice shatter significantly more than their cultivar relatives,

weedy groups as aus-like, indica-like and wild-like using the genetic

making this the phenotype where crop-like weeds most obviously

structure criteria outlined above, and also limited each cultivar group

diverged from their putative ancestors (Table 2). Aus-like weeds also

to individuals with at least 80% ancestry from that group in the

flower significantly later than aus cultivars.

K=4

results. We excluded japonica from analyses, due to

Despite the relative ease of seed shattering in weed groups, sur-

its very limited contribution to South Asian weeds. Due to great

prisingly low levels of shattering were observed in some weed sam-

genetic heterogeneity, all wild rice samples were grouped together.

ples (e.g. arr54, arr29; Table S8). This is unexpected, as easy

STRUCTURE

Among seed traits, red pericarp colour is one commonly associ-

shattering is a trait that is often considered diagnostic of weedy rice.
analyses, this

ated with weedy rice (Ziska et al., 2015) and is a trait common in

In weeds classified as admixed based on

the wild ancestor of cultivated rice but rare in cultivated rice (Swee-

could be due to introgression from crops. No obvious differences in

STRUCTURE

were observed between

ney, Thomson, Pfeil & McCouch, 2006). As expected, most wild rice

genomic background based on

accessions in our study have red pericarps, while white pericarps

low-shattering and high-shattering samples belonging to aus-like or

STRUCTURE

dominate the indica cultivated variety (Table 1). Notably, however,

indica-like weed groups, however. Rare low-shattering individuals

many aus and indica cultivars from South Asia do have red pericarps

could represent accessions that have lost the high-shattering trait

despite their domesticated status. Red pericarps are dominant in all

due to introgression with crops undetected by our analysis due to

groups of South Asian weedy rice, but especially so in the aus-like

the overall similarity between crop and weed genomic backgrounds,

and wild-like groups (Table 1).

or could be due to favouring of low-shattering genotypes when the

Black hull colour, another trait common to wild rice (Zhu et al.,
2011) is common in our wild Oryza group and its weedy relatives.

weed seed is harvested with the crop and a portion of this seed is
used for next year’s cultivation.

Although aus accessions tend to be straw hulled, aus-like weeds are
commonly black hulled (Table 1). In contrast, both indica cultivars
and indica-like weedy rice tend to have straw coloured hulls. Awns
are rare in cultivated groups, particularly indica, and common in wild

3.3 | The relationship between US and South Asian
weedy rice

rice. However, there is a high incidence of awns across weedy

Previous research has shown that two main genetically differentiated

groups, with awns particularly dominant in wild-like and aus-like

types of weedy rice occur in the United States, which are also lar-

weeds (Table 1). In general, compared to cultivated groups, weedy

gely distinguishable in morphological traits. Known as SH, for their
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T A B L E 1 Seed morphology characteristics observed in the South Asian Oryza groups defined by population structure analyses

Oryza groups

No. of
accessions

Weedy rice

59

Aus-like

Pericarp colour
Red

Hull colour
White

Awn presence

Black

Straw

Present

Absent

29

29 (100%)

0 (0%)

24 (83%)

5 (17%)

23 (79%)

6 (21%)

Indica-like

5

3 (60%)

2 (40%)

0 (0%)

5 (100%)

2 (40%)

3 (60%)

Wild-like

10

9 (90%)

1 (10%)

9 (90%)

1 (10%)

10 (100%)

0 (0%)

Admixed

15

9 (64%)

5 (36%)

8 (53%)

7 (47%)

9 (60%)

6 (40%)

Aus

26

12 (46%)

13 (50%)

3 (12%)

22 (85%)

5 (19%)

20 (77%)

Indica

24

5 (21%)

19 (79%)

5 (21%)

19 (79%)

0 (0%)

23 (96%)

Wild rice

29

28 (97%)

1 (3%)

23 (79%)

6 (21%)

24 (83%)

5 (17%)

Oryza group designation is based on at least 80% ancestry from each given ancestral group in the K = 4 STRUCTURE results (Table S4). Numbers represent
the counts of accessions with the phenotype described in the column. Numbers in parentheses are percentages of accessions with the phenotype
described.

0
−1
−2

F I G U R E 2 Principal component analysis
for five growth-related traits (days to
flowering, height at flowering, tiller
number, emergence growth rate and seed
shattering). A panel of 76 accessions
including 39 South Asian weedy rice, 10
aus, 10 indica, three japonica, three other
cultivars and 11 wild rice was used for
phenotyping. Data points are labelled
based on Oryza groups, and the 50%
confidence ellipses for each group are
shown

PC2 (22.65%)

1

2

South Asian weedy
rice
aus
indica
South Asian wild rice

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

PC1 (32.38%)

straw hull awnless seed morphology, and BHA, for their predomi-

K = 5 populations, some Asian weedy rice groups share genomic

nantly black hull awned seeds, these weedy groups seem to have

background with BHA and SH, but Asian weeds also show more

arisen from indica and aus cultivated ancestors, respectively (Londo

heterogeneous background than SH or BHA groups.

& Schaal, 2007; Reagon et al., 2010). However, neither of these

To further investigate relationships among all Oryza populations,

domesticated rice varieties has ever been commercially cultivated in

we carried out a

the USA, while both are typically grown in South Asia. Additionally,

tivated accessions from Asia and the USA. In the highest DK model

the occurrence of weedy rice populations in South Asia with genetic

with K = 4 populations (Figure S6, Tables S13 and S14), BHA weeds,

resemblance to aus and indica cultivated groups gives rise to the

aus cultivars and some Asian weeds clearly share ancestry, while SH,

question of whether US weeds could be derived directly from South

indica and a separate set of Asian weeds also share ancestry.

Asian weeds.

Remaining Asian weeds seem more similar to wild rice. These results

We carried out a PCA on 45,249 SNP from South Asian weedy

STRUCTURE

were also confirmed by

analysis with all 186 weedy, wild and cul-

FASTSTRUCTURE

(Figure S2).

rice (59) and US weedy rice of both the BHA (11) and SH (6) groups

We also constructed a maximum-likelihood tree with the full set

(Figure S5a, Table S10). The US weed groups are clearly differenti-

of SNP (51934) from all samples (Figure 3). As expected, BHA US

ated along PC2, consistent with previous studies (Reagon et al.,

weeds are nested within the clade that includes aus cultivars and

2010). South Asian weeds are more diverse, but some lie close to

related Asian weedy rice, and SH weeds are nested within a clade

US weeds (Figure S5a). A similar pattern is seen in the

STRUCTURE

that includes indica cultivars and Asian weedy rice. Strikingly, both

analyses (Figure S5b, Tables S11 and S12). In the highest DK model,

US weed groups are monophyletic and do not group with any Asian
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T A B L E 2 Average values for growth-related traits in the South Asian Oryza groups defined by population structure analyses
No. of
accessions
p-Value (Kruskal–Wallis)

.095

p-Value (ANOVA)
Aus-like weed
Indica-like weed

Emergence growth
rate at 10 days (cm/day)a

NA

Height at
flowering (cm)b

.016

5

NA

Shattering (g)e
2.08 9 10

.018
NA

12

NA

16

2.40 (0.73)

44.97 (11.81)ab

127.77 (20.18)a

8.56 (4.09)c

4.61 (9.54)c

5

2.40 (0.90)

43.72 (6.53)ab

119.88 (8.63)ab

10.13 (6.40)abc

17.46 (16.71)b

b

10

2.53 (0.80)

36.93 (10.97)

Aus

10

2.61 (0.62)

48.92 (16.52)a

Wild rice

Tiller numberd

1.10 9 10

NA

Wild-like weed

Indica

Days to
flower (day)c

10
11

2.73 (0.94)
1.87 (0.92)

42.91 (14.59)

ab

44.40 (12.66)

ab

102.53 (17.60)

c

11.42 (4.90)

ab

4.20 (13.86)c

112.22 (12.19)bc

8.50 (2.59)c

bc

6.60 (2.67)

c

29.69 (15.75)a

13.11 (5.93)

a

2.47 (5.37)c

104.00 (14.53)
139.9 (43.27)

a

20.72 (18.04)ab

Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations. Significant p-values are in bold.
Letters beside each measurement indicate significant differences between groups determined by Tukey HSD for normally distributed data and BH pvalue adjustment method for non-normally distributed data.
a
Chamber effect detected. Only measurements from chamber 1 were used in analyses. p-Value of group effect is reported.
b
Chamber effect detected. The group factor p-value from a two-way ANOVA test is reported. The p-value for chamber factor is .00025, and the chamber 9 group p-value is .031.
c
Chamber effect detected. Only measurements from chamber 1 were used in analyses. p-value of group effect is reported.
d
Chamber effect detected. Only measurements from chamber 1 were used in analyses. p-value of group effect is reported.
e
No chamber effect detected for this trait. p-Value of group effect is reported.

weeds. Instead, their sister taxa are cultivars, suggesting that both

contains O. rufipogon and O. nivara, and are clearly more closely

US weed groups stem from single colonization events in the USA,

related to these than to the out-group species (Figure 3). Thus wild-

and both represent direct de-domestication events from cultivated

like weedy rice likely descends directly from wild populations.

ancestors. Curiously, of the two closest indica cultivars to SH weeds,
one is from South-East Asia, suggesting the possibility that SH origins could be from South Asia or South-East Asia.
In contrast to US weeds, the relationship patterns seen for Asian

3.4 | FST outlier scans for potential weedy traitrelated loci under selection

weedy rice are more varied. Neither indica-like weeds nor aus-like

We conducted FST outlier scans to detect loci that are highly differ-

weeds are monophyletic, which suggests they could have arisen more

entiated between the various weed groups and their putative ances-

than once. All indica-like weeds are nested within clades of indica culti-

tral/closest relative groups. We excluded wild-like weedy rice and

vars, suggesting de-domestication origins for these weeds (Figure 3).

focused on weed-crop comparisons from both the USA and Asia, for

Some admixed weedy accessions with a high proportion of indica ances-

two reasons. First, many of the traits favoured during domestication

try (e.g. arr82, arr27, arr37; Table S4) appear basal to the indica clade,

are traits that seem to have been reversed during weed evolution

suggesting origins from wild ancestors that gave rise to indica, or

(Reagon et al., 2011; Thurber et al., 2010; Ziska et al., 2015); thus,

hybridization with wild rice. In contrast to indica-like weeds, no aus-like

we expect clear signals of positive selection on genes underlying

weed accessions nests within the main aus cultivar clade (Figure 3).

such traits in weed strains that are descended from or related to cul-

Instead, most aus-like weeds form a sister clade to aus cultivars and US

tivated rice. Second, the four weed-crop comparisons include weed

weedy rice, and some are basal to the entire aus and aus-like clade.

groups that originated separately from similar cultivated ancestors

Because the origin of aus-like weeds is not immediately obvious

(e.g. BHA and aus-like weeds; SH and indica-like weeds), as well as

from the tree topology and observed bootstrap support, we carried

weed groups that have adapted to the same geographic areas (e.g.

out coalescent analyses to determine if aus-like weeds arose through

BHA and SH; aus-like and indica-like); this provides a framework for

de-domestication from aus cultivars, descent from wild ancestors

examining the extent of parallel genetic evolution in each case. In

prior to domestication of aus, or hybridization between wild and cul-

order to identify loci and functional terms exclusive to weed evolu-

tivated rice (Figure S7). Results strongly supported a scenario of de-

tion rather than divergence between any two O. sativa populations,

domestication, in which the majority of aus-like weeds arose from

we also conducted FST outlier scans on aus vs indica cultivars.

within the cultivated aus group (logistic regression: 0.7796) (Fig-

In all cases,

LOSITAN

yielded a greater number of high FST SNP
(Table 3). No clear pattern was observed

ure S7, Table S15). The estimate for divergence times, while recent

outliers than

compared to other studies on aus domestication (~6,000 years) (Choi

between methods for outlier numbers among different comparisons.

et al., 2017), support weedy rice divergence after the divergence of

For all comparisons, we identified the set of outlier SNP shared

aus from O. rufipogon (Table S16).
As suggested by the population structure analyses, wild-like
weedy rice samples from South Asia occur within a clade that also

between

BAYESCAN

LOSITAN

and

BAYESCAN

(hereafter overlap outliers), and the set

composed of SNP that appear in the

LOSITAN

or

BAYESCAN

results

(hereafter union outliers). In general, a high proportion of outlier
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F I G U R E 3 Maximum-likelihood tree of 186 Oryza accessions (59 South Asian weedy rice, 29 wild rice, 77 cultivated rice, 11 BHA US
weedy rice, six SH US weedy rice and four out-group) based on all SNP obtained through GBS. Outer colour ring represents different Oryza
groups, as indicated in the figure key. Coloured triangles beside accession IDs represent cultivar groups, and coloured filled circles represent
weed groups. The geographic origins of weedy rice accessions are labelled with a set of coloured shapes as indicated in the figure key.
Branches with bootstrap values >80% are labelled. Branch colours within clades correspond to the predominant ancestry colour (>80%) in the
STRUCTURE K = 4 results shown in Figure 1c; branches leading to accessions with admixed ancestry are shown in black

SNP was found to be located within gene coding regions, consistent

candidates for evolution under positive selection during weed-crop

with the proportion (~70%) among all SNP tested (Table 3). We thus

divergence or crop variety divergence.

confined ourselves to gene coding regions and identified the genes

We first focused on genes in the overlap lists (Table S17). The

containing outlier SNP. These genes were considered to be possible

number of SNP outliers overlapping between the two methods was
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T A B L E 3 Summary of high FST SNP outliers from

BAYESCAN

and

LOSITAN

ET AL.

analyses

Comparisons between
Oryza groupsa

Total SNP tested

BAYESCAN

Aus-like (29) vs aus (25)

16370 (11231)

0.19

0.21

115 (87)

882 (577)

33 (22)

964 (636)
2816 (1937)

FST

LOSITAN

FSTb

No. of outliers
detected by BAYESCAN

No. of outliers
detected by LOSITAN

Overlap
outliersc

Union
outliersd

BHA (11) vs aus (25)

18086 (12094)

0.35

0.34

45 (31)

2788 (1917)

17 (11)

Indica-like (5) vs indica (23)

15480 (10627)

0.06

0.06

14 (13)

2797 (1910)

14 (13)

2797 (1910)

SH (6) vs indica (23)

15077 (10312)

0.39

0.42

0 (0)

3974 (2773)

0 (0)

3974 (2773)

Aus (25) vs indica (23)

22819 (15752)

0.39

0.49

52 (41)

466 (323)

45 (32)

473 (329)

Numbers in parentheses represent outlier SNP that lie within gene coding regions.
a
Sample sizes are indicated in parentheses.
b
Values correspond to the dataset FST values reported by LOSITAN.
c
Numbers of outliers that overlap between the BAYESCAN and LOSITAN results.
d
Numbers of outliers that form the union of both BAYESCAN and LOSITAN results.

small, and no shared outliers were detected for the SH-indica comparison. For the remaining weed-crop comparisons, no candidate
genes were shared among the overlap lists. We looked at possible
gene function in each list by considering rice genome annotations,
biological process gene ontology (GO) terms, and the function of
Arabidopsis thaliana orthologous genes (Table S17). In general, no
gene function or lower level GO term is shared exclusively among
weed-crop comparisons and not present in the crop–crop comparisons. However, there are a number of genes potentially affecting
pollen germination and tube growth that occur across all comparisons (Table S17). Other processes shared by more than one pair of
comparisons include hormone (particularly gibberellin) pathways, and
biotic and abiotic stress responses. An interesting trend is that in
most comparisons, series of candidate genes are located closely in
the genome. This suggests that some outlier SNPs lie in areas likely
that have undergone selective sweeps, compounding the already
extensive levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD) that exist in rice (LD
breakdown in different cultivar groups can range from 75 to 500 Kb

T A B L E 4 Candidate genes highly divergent across all four weedcrop comparisons that are not outliers in the crop–crop comparison
MSU locus

Annotation

LOC_Os03 g03920 Ubiquitin family
domain containing
protein, expressed

Molecular function

LOC_Os03 g12180 MA3 domain
containing protein,
expressed

Biological process

LOC_Os03 g12440 Zinc-binding
protein, putative

Biological process

LOC_Os06 g05750 Transferase family
domain containing
protein, expressed

Metabolic process

LOC_Os06 g17220 UDP-glycosyltransferase, Metabolic process
putative, expressed
LOC_Os07 g01710 Phytosulfokine
receptor precursor,
putative, expressed

Response to stress,
signal transduction,
protein modification
process

LOC_Os08 g18060 Expressed protein

NA

(Mather et al., 2007)), and making it more difficult to identify the
gene targeted by selection. In all, however, the overlap lists results
do not reveal any trends exclusive to weed evolution.
Because

BAYESCAN

and

LOSITAN

use different methods to detect

outliers, we then focused on genes containing outlier SNP from
the union lists. Nine candidate genes were shared among all four
weed-crop comparisons and were not present in the crop–crop
comparison (Table 4). No functional trend was observed for these

GO term

LOC_Os11 g14180 Expressed protein

NA

LOC_Os12 g35030 Plus-3 domain
containing protein,
expressed

Flower development,
biosynthetic process,
nucleobase,
nucleoside, nucleotide
and nucleic acid
metabolic process

shared genes. We also examined union lists for each comparison
for over-represented biological process (BP) GO terms. The ausindica comparison had the smallest list of union outliers, and there

As a separate approach, we looked for GO term over-representa-

were no significantly over-represented biological process GO terms.

tion in the list of shared outlier genes in weed-crop comparisons

In contrast, between 13 and 61 significantly over-represented

grouped by ancestry or geographic region, excluding genes present

terms were detected for each crop-weed comparisons (Table S18).

in the aus-indica comparison (Table S19). Shared genes (105)

The top ranked significant BP GO terms were strikingly similar

between the two weed-crop comparisons with aus ancestry (aus-like

among comparisons, with many terms related to metabolic pro-

vs aus and BHA vs aus), had no significantly over-represented GO

cesses, and the lowest level shared GO term among all being pro-

terms. Shared genes between the two weed-crop comparisons with

tein

these

indica were over-represented for numerous metabolic process

metabolism-related GO terms were also present in aus-indica FST

related terms, much like for individual weed-crop comparisons.

outliers, although none were significantly over-represented as with

When considering outlier genes shared between weed-crop compar-

the crop-weed comparisons.

isons occupying the same geographic region, metabolic process

amino

acid

phosphorylation

(Table 5).

Many

of
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T A B L E 5 Significantly enriched biological process GO terms
shared among all four weed-crop comparisons
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synthesis, and chlorophyll synthesis. For all candidate genes examined, absence of association with an outlier SNP can be due to
either absence of genotyped SNP in the locus, or lack of differenti-

Number of loci

ation in SNP genotyped at that locus (Table 6, Table S20). Below

Term

Aus-like
vs aus

BHA
vs aus

Indica-like
vs indica

SH
vs indica

Metabolic process

142

408

483

570

also verified that no gene identified as a crop-weed outlier was an

Primary metabolic process

113

345

400

475

outlier in the crop–crop comparison.

Macromolecule metabolic
process

95

290

333

390

Cellular macromolecule
metabolic process

81

we discuss only traits for which outlier SNP were detected. We

Genes encoding at least three of the enzymes in the anthocyanidin and proanthocyanidin synthesis pathways (Furukawa et al.,

253

302

2007; Gu et al., 2011), which produce the pigments leading to the

338

red pericarp phenotype, contained outlier SNP in various weed-crop

Macromolecule modification

37

113

129

139

comparisons (Table 6; Table S20). In particular, genes coding for

Protein modification
process

36

113

126

136

anthocyanidin glucosyltransferases (GT) are associated with highly

Post-translational
protein modification

34

108

117

127

anthocyanin synthesis pathway genes contain outlier SNP in weed

Phosphorus metabolic
process

33

105

110

127

(Table 6), consistent with the lower incidence of red pericarps in

Phosphate metabolic
process

33

105

110

127

Protein amino acid
phosphorylation

32

99

101

114

diverged SNP in all four weed-crop comparisons. Notably, more
groups related to indica than in those related to aus ancestors
the indica group (Table 1). Our analysis did not detect outlier SNP
in the classic pericarp pigmentation gene, Rc (Furukawa et al., 2007)
due to the lack of genotyped SNP; however, in the SH-indica com-

Phosphorylation

32

103

106

parison, the two markers closest to Rc, (S6_6058740 and
S6_6086630) are both highly divergent SNP, and in the BHA-aus

121

comparison, the closest SNP downstream of Rc (S6_6204793) is also
an outlier.

related terms were again significantly over-represented (Table S19).

Of the three major genes known to influence seed shattering in

However, an additional category of GO terms related to immunity

rice, only qSH1 (Konishi et al., 2006) was associated with outlier

was over-represented among outlier genes shared by US weed-crop

SNP in weed-crop comparisons, and only in indica derived weeds

lists; these were driven by the presence of two shared outlier genes

(Table 6; Table S20). However, several genes in the flowering time

(LOC_Os07g11510 and LOC_Os07g11410) which have been impli-

pathway contain high divergence SNP in three weed-crop compar-

cated as seed allergenic proteins (Wang, Yang, Zhao, Li & Zhang,

isons (Table 6; Table S20), consistent with flowering time divergence

2014; Table S19).

in various weed-crop comparisons (Table 1; Thurber et al., 2014).
Interestingly, these genes are in relatively downstream positions in

3.5 | Divergence in genes from previously
characterized weedy syndrome related pathways

the pathway (Higgins, Bailey & Laurie, 2010). We investigated why

As evidenced by our phenotypic survey (Tables 1 and 2), certain

mamoto, 2009), was not detected as containing outlier SNP. In most

traits differentiate Asian weed groups from their cultivated rela-

comparisons, the closest genotyped SNP was distant from Hd1

tives. Likewise, US weedy rice groups have been documented as

(greater than 18Kb), decreasing the likelihood of detecting an associ-

the gene Hd1, a regulator of Hd3a and major contributor to flowering time diversity in rice (Takahashi, Teshima, Yokoi, Innan & Shi-

having greater seed shattering, higher incidence of red pericarps

ation. For the BHA-aus comparison, a SNP 8Kb away from the gene

and divergent flowering times compared to their ancestral groups

was genotyped but was not identified as an outlier, consistent with

(Gross et al., 2010; Reagon et al., 2011; Thurber, Reagon, Olsen,

lack of divergence at Hd1 genes previously reported for these

Jia & Caicedo, 2014; Thurber et al., 2010). Because traits that dif-

groups (Thurber et al., 2014).

ferentiate cultivated from weedy rice are often similar to those that

Of three known genes in the tillering pathway, only MOC1 was

differentiate cultivated from wild rice, candidate genes associated

associated with outlier SNP in SH-indica comparisons (Table 6;

with some of these traits have been discovered in rice domestica-

Table S20). The cellulose synthesis pathway, which affects cell wall

tion studies. Following extensive literature surveys, we thus exam-

metabolism and has been reported to be associated with plant archi-

ined if genes from pathways potentially involved in weedy

tecture-related traits such as height, leaf morphology and the brittle

syndrome phenotypes contained SNP detected as outliers by

BAYES-

culm phenotype (Ding et al., 2015; Tanaka et al., 2003), contained

in any of our weed-crop comparisons. We focused

four genes with outlier SNP. These cellulose synthase genes were

CAN

or

LOSITAN

on genes involved in iconic weedy rice traits including seed shat-

divergent in BHA vs aus and indica-like vs indica comparisons

tering, pericarp and hull pigmentation, seed dormancy, and flower-

(Table 6). The starch synthesis pathway, which has been under selec-

ing

and

tion in domesticated rice for cooking qualities (Waters, Henry,

competitiveness traits including tillering, starch and cellulose

Reinke & Fitzgerald, 2006) and has likely experienced relaxation of

time

variability,

and

genes

involved

in

growth
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T A B L E 6 Weedy trait candidate genes for which crop-weed divergent SNP were observed
Trait

Candidate genes or products
of candidate genes

RGAP ID

Comparisons with
genotyped SNPa

Comparisons in which
SNP was an outlierb

Supporting SNP

Pericarp colour

F3H (flavanone-3-hydroxylase)

LOC_Os01 g25010

AlvA,BvA,IlvI,SvI

IlvI

S1_14101586

LOC_Os08 g37456

BvA, IlvI,SvI

IlvI

S8_23723995

LOC_Os02 g52840

BvA,IlvI,SvI

SvI

S2_32306220

LOC_Os06 g17250

AlvA, BvA

AlvA

S6_9991506

LOC_Os06 g18790

AlvA,BvA,IlvI,SvI

AlvA

S6_10659095

LOC_Os05 g45180

AlvA, BvA

BvA

S5_26163683

LOC_Os07 g05420

IlvI

IlvI

S7_2488859

LOC_Os05 g45200

AlvA, IlvI,SvI

SvI

S5_26173788

LOC_Os01 g27490

AlvA,IlvI,SvI

SvI

S1_15346903

LOC_Os03 g18030

AlvA,BvA,IlvI,SvI

SvI

S3_10042362

LOC_Os01 g62920

AlvA,IlvI,SvI

IlvI,SvI

GT(anthocyanidin
glucosyltransferase)

LDOX (leucoanthocyanidin
dioxygenase)

Shattering

qSH1

S1_36448657,
S1_36448657

Flowering

Hd3a

LOC_Os06 g06320

IlvI

IlvI

S6_2940098

RFT1

LOC_Os06 g06300

AlvA, BvA, IlvI,SvI

AlvA, IlvI

S6_2926114,

RCN1

LOC_Os11 g05470

AlvA,BvA,IlvI,SvI

SvI

OsMADS56

LOC_Os10 g39130

AlvA,BvA,IlvI,SvI

AlvA,SvI

S6_2926161
S11_2448979
S10_20795711,
S10_20801678
OsMADS14

LOC_Os03 g54160

IlvL,SvL

SvI

S3_31033610

Tillering

MOC1

LOC_Os06 g40780

IlvI,SvI

SvI

S6_24314050

Cellulose synthesis

CSLH3 – cellulose synthaselike family H

LOC_Os04 g35030

AlvA, BvA

BvA

S4_21121242

CSLD5 – cellulose synthaselike family D

LOC_Os06 g22980

AlvA,BvA

BvA

S6_13415496

CSLC3 – cellulose synthaselike family C

LOC_Os08 g15420

AlvA, BvA,IlvI,SvI

BvA,IlvI

CSLF6 – cellulose synthaselike family F

LOC_Os08 g06380

BvA, IlvI,SvI

IlvI

S8_3548272

Soluble starch synthase

LOC_Os04 g53310

AlvA,BvA,IlvI.SvI

AlvA

S4_31565911

Starch synthesis

S8_9385705,
S8_9385697

a

AlvA represents aus-like vs aus, BvA represents BHA vs aus, IlvI represents indica-like vs indica, and SvI represents SH vs indica.
Comparisons for which a divergent gene was supported by both BAYESCAN and LOSITAN methods are highlighted in bold.

b

selection in weedy rice, yielded one gene with a highly divergent

previously been well examined for weedy rice origins. Our results

SNP between aus-like weeds and aus (Table 6).

clearly show that multiple weedy rice groups occur in South Asia
and that their genetic backgrounds are consistent with a close rela-

4 | DISCUSSION
4.1 | Multiple independent origins for South Asian
weedy rice from local wild and cultivated genetic
backgrounds

tionship to diverse local Oryza groups (Figure 1b,c). These local
groups correspond to the aus and indica cultivars, which arose in
 et al., 2015), and to wild rice (O. rufipogon/O. niSouth Asia (Civan
vara), which grows natively in the region. There is suggestive evidence that both aus-like and indica-like South Asian weedy rice have
arisen more than once, as neither group is monophyletic (Figure 3).

For several years, the different strains of weedy rice infesting culti-

Interestingly, only in the case of indica-like weeds do samples nest

vated rice fields worldwide have been suspected of having separate

within clades containing cultivars, the signature of a de-domestica-

evolutionary origins, but only recently have systematic studies begun

tion event. However, coalescent analyses support de-domestication

to be undertaken around the world (Ziska et al., 2015). The region

from aus cultivars as the origin of aus-like weeds in South Asia (Fig-

of South Asia encompassing sub-Himalayan countries had not

ure S7). A possible explanation for lack of nesting within the aus
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clade could be current aus cultivars representing only a portion of

Many other crop species also have weedy relatives that infest

the diversity of the originally domesticated aus population. In finding

agricultural environments. These include weedy radish (Klinger,

a close relationship between weedy rice and cultivated rice groups

Arriola & Ellstrand, 1992; Snow, Uthus & Culley, 2001), johnsongrass

our results complement those of weeds from the USA (Reagon et al.,

and shattercane, which are weedy types of sorghum (Anderson, Nis-

2010) and other areas (e.g. Song et al., 2014).

sen, Martin & Roeth, 1998; Arriola & Ellstrand, 1996; Paterson,

A significant portion of South Asian weeds are most closely

Schertz, Lin, Liu & Chang, 1995), weedy beets (Ford-Lloyd &

related to wild rice in the region (Figures 1b,c and 3). Ancestry of

Hawkes, 1986), weedy finger millet (Samarajeewa, Horiuchi & Oba,

weedy rice from wild rice relatives has often been suggested (Wet &

2006), and weedy sunflowers (Whitney, Randell, Rieseberg, Elle &

Harlan, 1975), but it has not been well documented, in part because

Whitlock, 2006). Whether extensive repeated evolution is common

many regions where weedy rice is an agricultural problem do not

in other crop-related weed groups is currently unknown. There is

harbour local wild germplasm (e.g. USA; Gealy et al., 2009) or

some evidence that weedy sunflowers may have evolved multiple

because wild samples have not been included in analyses (e.g. Ishi-

times from wild ancestors (Kane & Rieseberg, 2008). However, most

kawa et al., 2005; Chung & Park, 2010; Zhang, Dai, Wu, Song &

agricultural weed species have not been extensively studied with

Qiang, 2012; Sun et al., 2013; Qiu et al., 2014). However, wild rice

respect to their origins.

contributions have been detected in weedy rice populations in

The impressive scale at which recurrent evolution is occurring

Malaysia and Thailand (Prathepha, 2009; Pusadee et al., 2012; Song

for weedy rice is perhaps comparable to another famous system, the

et al., 2014). Together with our results, this shows that the wild

three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) (Jones et al., 2012),

ancestor species of cultivated rice can serve as a source of weedy

which has independently adapted to many different freshwater habi-

rice in some regions of Asia.

tats from marine habitats. However in the case of weedy rice, a
more varied set of ancestors serves as source populations (both cul-

4.2 | Weedy rice is an extreme example of
recurrent evolution at a global level
The genetic heterogeneity of weedy rice from South Asia is consis-

tivated and wild Oryza). The extreme repeated evolution of weedy
rice at a global scale presents an unprecedented opportunity to
examine convergence and parallelism at the phenotypic and genetic
levels.

tent with at least three, and likely more, independent evolutionary
origins in this limited geographic area. Additionally, our study
revealed that US weed origins constitute yet two more independent
evolutionary events (Figure 3). US weedy rice groups are most clo-

4.3 | Phenotypic convergence for weediness most
likely does not involve the same genetic mechanisms

sely related to indica and aus cultivars (Reagon et al., 2010), but pre-

Several traits have often been considered typical of weedy rice.

vious sampling could not discern between direct US weed origins

These include red pericarp, seed dormancy, seed shattering, and

from South Asian cultivars, and from Asian weeds that in turn were

traits related to flowering time and competitive growth. As more

related to Asian cultivars. Our results are compelling in supporting

systematic surveys of weedy rice around the world have accumu-

an origin of each US weedy rice group directly from cultivars

lated, however, it has become clear that there is variation for what

through de-domestication. Although SH US weeds could also have

are thought of as weediness traits; for example, some weedy popu-

arisen from indica outside of South Asia (Figure 3), taken together,

lations in temperate areas do not have seed dormancy (Xia, Xia, Ell-

our results suggest more than four separate evolutionary events giv-

strand, Yang & Lu, 2011). This is of importance, as understanding

ing rise to the organisms we refer to as weedy rice in a single world

what minimal set of shared traits are necessary for a plant to be

region. Despite their separate origins, all these groups have adapted

weedy can have an impact on management strategies and on identi-

to the same environment—cultivated rice fields—and all function as

fication of plant groups most likely to give rise to agricultural

agricultural weeds.

weeds.

The plethora of weedy rice origins from Oryza groups native to

In our survey of a set of traits, red pericarp and easy seed shat-

South Asia suggests that weedy rice is an extreme example of recur-

tering were the most highly convergent traits among weedy groups

rent evolution. Weedy rice studies in other world regions further-

(Tables 1 and 2; Table S8). Although not present in every individual,

more suggest that this recurrent evolution is occurring at a global

weedy rice in South Asia has a high proportion of red pericarp

scale. Although not all rice-growing regions have been equally sur-

despite aus, indica or wild rice ancestry (Table 1). The prevalence of

veyed, and relationships among world weedy rice groups will require

red pericarps among weed groups suggests that proanthocyanidins

characterization with common markers, the evidence so far indicates

in the pericarp may confer an advantage to weeds, perhaps through

additional independent origins in other regions. This includes indica

deterrence against pathogens and predators or increased seed dor-

and japonica origins in Korea (Chung & Park, 2010) and China (Zhang

mancy (Shirley, 1998; Gu et al., 2011). Consistent with the high inci-

et al., 2012), and local elite cultivars and wild origins in Malaysia

dence of red pericarps in South Asian and US weeds, genes in the

(Song et al., 2014). Remarkably, rice cultivars seem to be the most

anthocyanidin

common source of weedy rice, raising concerns of how agricultural

detected as FST outliers in all four pairs of weed-crop comparisons

practices contribute to the rise of economically devastating weeds.

(Table 6).

and

proanthocyanidin

synthesis

pathway

were
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Seed shattering, which leads to efficient seed dispersal, has long

phosphorylation (Table 5). While this could implicate genes involved

been considered a trait that increases reproductive fitness in weedy

in signal transduction in the divergence of crops from weeds, it pro-

rice. South Asian weeds with diverse ancestry tend to have a greater

vides no information about the pathways that may be involved.

seed shattering compared to cultivated varieties (Table 2). Other

Strikingly, pathogen defence genes, which are often among the

weedy rice phenotype studies also report high shattering in the USA

most quickly evolving genes in genomes, did not seem to overly con-

(Thurber et al., 2010) and in Japan (Akasaka, Konishi, Izawa & Ushiki,

tribute to highly diverged genes between weed and crop groups

2011). Despite the convergence in shattering among South Asian

(Bishop, Dean & Mitchell-Olds, 2000). There was also no strong sig-

and US weed groups, we did not detect outlier SNP in known shat-

nal of shared genetic mechanisms among weed groups adapted to

tering candidate genes in all weed-crop comparisons (Table 6). This

the same world region (US weeds or Asian weeds), nor among

is consistent with reports that the domestication sh4 gene does not

weeds evolving from similar genetic backgrounds (e.g. aus derived

influence the shattering phenotype in US weeds (Thurber et al.,

weeds, indica derived weeds). Taken together, our results and those

2010), and that shattering has likely re-evolved the through distinct

of others suggest that despite being a weed group that can evolve

genetic mechanisms in US weed groups (Qi et al., 2015; Thurber

repeatedly in time and space, weedy rice groups converge phenotyp-

et al., 2013).

ically on only a few key traits. Moreover, at the genetic level, very

As might be expected, a shared genetic background seems to

few genes are consistently being recruited for weed evolution, and

have a large impact on the degree of convergence of weedy traits.

genetic mechanisms involved in weed evolution are only shared

Both BHA and aus-like weeds are predominantly black hulled and

among weed groups at very broad functional levels. Thus, there

awned, while SH and indica-like weeds are predominantly straw

seem to be multiple genetic paths to evolve weedy rice and possibly

hulled and awnless (Table 1; Reagon et al., 2010), suggesting that

only a few constraints on the phenotypes that can contribute to suc-

weedy rice groups that originated from similar ancestors are likely

cessful weeds. The remarkable ease with which weedy rice can

to harbour similar seed morphology traits. Remarkably, the conver-

recurrently evolve at a global level makes the management of the

gence between aus-related weed groups holds even though aus

noxious weedy rice more complicated.

cultivars are neither predominantly black hulled nor awned
(Table 1). This suggests that these traits might convey an advantage to weedy rice, and they are favoured when the standing vari-
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